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Abstract 
Health is one of the most important elements in every individual’s life. Even though there is 
much advancement in science, the quality of healthcare has never been up to the mark. This 
appears to be true especially in the field of Physiotherapy. Physiotherapy is the analysis of 
human joints and bodies and providing remedies for any pains or injuries that might have 
affected the physiology of a body. To give patients a top notch quality health analysis and 
treatment, either the number of doctors should increase, or there should be an alternative 
replacement for a doctor. Our Master Thesis is aimed at developing a prototype which can aid 
in providing healthcare of high standards to the millions.  

Microsoft Kinect V2 is a low-cost 3D camera which can be used for motion tracking. The 3D 
camera has three integrated sensors in it. They are Infrared, Depth, and Colour. A movement 
quality of a person will be evaluated using three-dimensional data collected from the 
Microsoft Kinect. The accuracy of the data collected was evaluated with users in real-time. 
As being the main focus of the project is to track the human movements in real time using 
Microsoft Kinect V2 and use the human motions to calculate certain parameters. These can 
then be used to evaluate the quality of those movements thereby predicting the weaknesses in 
those joints. This method aims at creating artificial means of monitoring patients and self-
evaluation. Gait analysis is a complex process since it involves tracking motion with high 
degrees of freedom. It has seen a lot of development in recent years with approaches 
changing from Marker-based to Markerless systems. This paper presents a new approach for 
gait analysis that is based on Markerless human motion capture using Microsoft’s popular 
gaming console Kinect V2. For this study, the RGB camera mode output of the Kinect 
system was used as a Marker-based system. The skeleton mode and depth mode output of the 
Kinect system were used as Markerless system. The system introduced in this paper tracked 
the human motion in a real-time environment and computer vision algorithms are used for 
this purpose. 

Methods: Microsoft Kinect SDK 2.0 is used to develop the prototype. The study shows that 
Kinect can be used both as Marker-based and Marker less systems for tracking human 
motion. The degree angles formed from the motion of five joints namely shoulder, elbow, 
hip, knee and ankle were calculated. The device has infrared, depth and colour sensors in it. 
Depth data is used to identify the parts of the human body using pixel intensity information 
and the located parts are mapped onto RGB colour frame.  The image resulting from the 
Kinect skeleton mode was considered as the images resulting from the markerless system and 
used to calculate the angle of the same joints. In this project, data generated from the 
movement tracking algorithm for Posture Side and Deep Squat Side movements are collected 
and stored for further evaluation.  

Results: Based on the data collected, our system automatically evaluates the quality of 
movement performed by the user. The system detected problems in static posture and Deep 
squat based on the feedback on our system by Physiotherapist. 
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Conclusion: The accuracy of the data collected affected by several factors, environmental 
conditions, type of the clothes a person has while performing the movement. Tight clothes 
have shown to be idle for accurate joints detection and results. The movement quality is 
varied as the person moves away from the field of view of Microsoft Kinect Sensor. Further 
analysis of the results is explained in the relevant chapters. The device can be used in health 
care field if any external calibration methods of a camera are used. 

 

Keywords: 3D cameras, Microsoft Kinect, Rehabilitation, Depth Tracking, Skeleton 
Tracking, Healthcare. 
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Glossary 
 Kinect – A 3D camera which allows skeleton tracking with depth perception.  

 
 Time of Flight – It is a state-of-art technology which calculates time taken for a light ray 

to get reflected. 
 
 User – A user here might represent a subject who is using our application with Kinect. A 

user here can be either a male or a female. 
 
 Postures – The postures or dynamic poses are a set of movements which are performed 

by the user to get results and recommendation regarding their joints and weak links. 
 
 Posture Side – This pose is used to track the joints and their straightness. A user has to 

stand sideways in front of the camera and keep his posture very straight. 
 
 Deep Squat Side – This pose is used to find our ankle and spinal defects in a user. The 

user has to perform a deep squat with his side facing the camera. 
 
 Good, Average and Bad – To give accurate results, results are classified and then 

evaluated. For the ease of it, results are divided into three groups: Good, Average, and 
Bad. Good poses are of highest quality, and bad are the lowest.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Background and Motivation 

 
Healthcare is the maintenance or improvement of health via the diagnosis, treatment, and 
prevention of disease, illness, injury, and other physical and mental impairments in human 
beings [1]. In the recent past, there has been a tremendous improvement in the field of 
medicine. But the underdeveloped countries have been facing severe health crises and 
assessment of one’s own self-healthcare, and body functionality is still questionable [2]. The 
severity did not stop at just those unprivileged countries. It can be seen in developed 
countries such as US, Russia, France, Sweden that there are many people who are suffering 
but not many doctors to taken care of them. 
 
Even though technology has advanced in the modern days, Healthcare has not been so 
fortunate. Through motion capture, there is advanced equipment to counter the diseases; there 
is still an inadequacy for healthcare professionals. Health is the biggest concern for any 
human being and a population so huge; Self-assessment of healthcare is a necessity. But there 
are very few doctors and most of them aren’t even very well trained. Can we assess and 
monitor our body activity? Of course, it seems possible with the tracking technology 
combined with adaptive algorithms.  
  
 Over this recent year, many papers have been published which are hinting that fusion of 
technology and healthcare might be a solution for the future. That means if we can train 
certain systems with AI [Artificial Intelligence] to have the knowledge and even behave like 
a doctor, all the healthcare problems can be solved as these systems will be experts in their 
respective fields and can also attend to many people at once. We believe that this is indeed 
the solution and want to prove if this can implement some part of this theory. 
 
To prove this, we started researching technology and the present healthcare systems. We 
observed that the first steps to achieving automated healthcare could be achieved through 
physical fitness or rehabilitation. As the physical fitness is the primary source of good health, 
our main focus and concern was to identify the problems in the human body through 
movements. The application is developed where the user will be given two specific exercises. 
The users do those exercises. The movements are then analysed with the system through our 
algorithm which can calculate the distances and angles between joints and gives them as 
output values. 

1.2 Problem Statement 
In a world where the population is estimated to cross 8 billion within just ten years, being fit 
and healthy is the true test for every human [3]. There is a need for adequate number of 
doctors/physicians to serve the population. But there are not many doctors around. The low 
doctor-to-patient ratio is prevalent in most of the countries including America [4]. It creates 
huge waiting times for the consultation as doctors need time to observe the patients. Also, 
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even in the countries where the ratio is better, inaccuracy is still a major hindrance, and this 
appears to be true with Physicians. During observations, physicians tend to err while 
evaluating the patients [5]. This small error of judgement results in faulty evaluation and 
wrong recommendations. Though the physician’s accuracy for frontal postured exercises 
holds well, it is the side postures and back postured movements that are flawed [6]. While 
observing the sideways movements, physicians make approximation due to the unavailability 
of accurate data. To counter this, there needs to be a mechanism which can accurately analyse 
a body whatever the posture might be. This project focuses on to establish a pathway for 
solving this by developing alternative Artificial Intelligence systems which can scan, analyse, 
interpret and evaluate a patient with any expert intervention. Therefore, it’s necessary to 
evaluate the accuracy of AI system using real-time three-dimensional data. 

1.3 Objectives  
The main aim of this work is to develop a prototype model using Microsoft Kinect Xbox one 
3D camera for analysing the movement with accurate data collection. Our development 
involves with the following objectives 

 To Use Kinect Xbox one or Kinect for Windows V2 to develop an algorithm for 
accurately measuring the location of body joints. 

 To measure the real-time data to analyze the quality of Human Movement. 
 To evaluate the performance of the movement tracking algorithm and rule-based 

classification system. 
 To evaluate the project with real time feedback. 

 
1.4  Research Questions 

1. What are the features selected for tracking the body joints? Develop the best suitable 
movement tracking algorithm for the defined movements regarding accuracy, 
processing time.  

2. What is the accuracy of the quality of movement, data collected and what is the 
standard that can be used as a benchmark? 

1.5 Methodology 
Our thesis work focuses on developing methods to implement 3D modelling of the human 
body joints.  

1. Detailed analysis on different health; rehabilitation applications developed using 3D 
cameras, sensors, accelerometers 

2. Angle, joint and movement configuration, design the algorithm for movement 
tracking and implement rule based classification system within the prototype. 

3. Development of algorithm using rules specified, mathematical equations and 
evaluation. 

4. An Experimental setup, designed and the following parameters control application. 
The system evaluated under the following circumstances 
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 The project model is designed to capture the data at the constant frame rate, to 
avoid any data loss static posture movement, Deep Squat movements are 
considered. 

 Microsoft Kinect placed at a fixed height, tilt angle to track the person fully. 
 Results based on changing the hardware height, a position to evaluate the 

accuracy of the developed algorithm. 
5. Standard verification of the collected data from the hardware. 

1.6 Project Scope 
The Project was conducted within Electrical Engineering Program at Blekinge Tekniska 
Högskola (BTH) and executed at LifeSymb AB during January 2016.  

This Thesis does not cover any financial studies related to different motion capturing 
technologies; we were working in the company that had time restrictions. The project has no 
description about the program. Since this thesis was carried out at LifeSymb AB for 
movement tracking and evaluation.  

 

Confidential Note 
The company is regulated by confidentiality; there are some restrictions regarding some 
pictures and details in the report.  

                                               Chapter 4 is provided with a list of movements that needed to be 
tracked to validate the algorithm further, we started developing the algorithm for selected 
features. We couldn’t reveal the methods used to locate the joints due to confidentiality. 
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Chapter 2: Basic Theory 
 
2.1 Motion Tracking 
Motion Tracking is a process of tracking the movement of an object or a human using the 
data processed or collected. There are two approaches which can be used for motion tracking. 
They are Marker-based motion tracking and Markerless motion tracking. 

Marker-based motion tracking captures the motion using external devices attached to the 
object or human body. For example like sensors or accelerometers can be used. Marker-less 
motion tracking captures the motion without using any external device. For example, 3D 
cameras can be used to track the motion of an object or a human. 

2.2 Depth Tracking  
Markerless motion capturing solutions like Kinect, Asus motion pro live, and other 3D 
cameras identify/track objects or humans in three-dimensional space and produce the depth 
image of the tracked subject. Each image depth value is indicated in millimeters (mm) and 
has the pixel intensity information at each location. The process is known as depth tracking. 

2.3 Skeleton Tracking 
Skeleton tracking as seen in figure 2.1 is the process of locating the joints/parts of human 
body. Markerless solutions (3D cameras) track the human skeleton joints using RGB (colour) 
image. Microsoft Kinect camera produces three different data streams RGB, depth, IR. Many 
approaches track the trajectories of skeleton joints using depth image.  

Skeleton joints data will be in 3-Dimensional (X, Y, and Z) coordinates. Lines are joining 
each skeleton joints will represent complete human skeleton joints. Microsoft Kinect 3D 
camera provides SDK (Software Development Kit) that can track 25 human skeleton joints 
(including both upper and lower body joints). 

 
Figure 2.1: Example of tracking skeleton using Kinect SDK (2.0) 
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2.4 Movement Classification 
Rehabilitation process, sports training, Healthcare applications classify the quality of a 
movement according to the evidence support or data collected. The data can be collected 
from accelerometers, sensors or markerless solutions (3D cameras).  

Markerless motion capturing devices collect the data from movements. Movement 
classification can be done in two following ways. They are 

 Rule-based classification system 
 Movement classification using classifiers/Algorithms 

Rule Based Classification system: The process involves implementing scientific rules for 
data collection and classification using experts from the related fields. The system doesn’t 
require a large amount of data. 

Movement classification using classifiers/Algorithms:  The process uses classifiers from 
different Machine Learning algorithms and classifies the movement automatically based on 
the evidence/data collected. It requires enough amount of training and testing data to classify 
the movement. The accuracy of the system depends on the type of classifier being and 
amount of data used for training the classifier. 

 

2.5 Microsoft Kinect 
The first version of Microsoft Kinect was officially released in November 2010 and used for 
developing gaming application. Later, it explored the opportunities to use it in motion 
tracking, human movement tracking. Computer Vision filed identified the potential of this 
motion capturing device, and it is widely used in many object recognition and tracking 
applications.  

2.5.1 Architecture Description 
The latest version of Kinect was released in June 2014 which is more advanced than the first 
version. Kinect v2 has four important components. They are 

 Infrared (IR) sensor 
 Depth Sensor 
 Colour Sensor 
 Microphone Array 

A distance of 5.1cm separates RGB and IR/Depth sensors. The microphone integrated into 
Kinect has the capability to recognize the Voice and the direction of it. The Kinect has an 
increase Filed of View (FOV) when compared to the first version of Kinect and no tilt motor 
attached to it. The number of joints tracked by using Microsoft SDK significantly increased 
from Kinect V1 (20 joints) to Kinect V2 (25 joints). 

The Field Of View has two modes near range and default range mode. When the user stands 
within its FOV, the tracking will be accurate. It supplies three kinds of data streams when it is 
used in the real-world environment. They are 
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 Colour data  
 Depth data 
 Skeleton data 

Colour data: RGB sensor in Kinect supplies colour data. The supplied data will be in three-
dimensional coordinate values (X, Y, and Z). The sensor supplies raw data; mathematical 
calculations can be used to convert the data into the desired format. The colour data is 
sensitive to the background conditions used to detect an object or person. 

Depth Data: The IR sensor tracks the depth image of an object or a person standing in front 
of the Kinect. Depth data is more accurate than colour data. The amount of sensitivity, noise 
level, and latency reduced in depth data. When a person stands in front of the Kinect, and 
depth data has tracked the distance will be in mm. 

The distance of a person standing in front of the Kinect will be measured in mm. The 
accuracy of the depth tracking, data collected depends on the distance of the user from the 
Kinect. As the distance from the Kinect increases, the accuracy decreases. 

Skeleton data: The depth data produced by IR sensor will be used to locate the position of 
Skeleton joints on the human body when the user is facing towards the camera. The joints 
locations are coordinates about the sensor and values of X, Y, Z coordinates are in meters. 

 

Figure 2.2: Microsoft Kinect Architecture 

Technical specifications (Table): 
No Kinect Parameters Array Specifications 
1 Colour camera 1920*1080@30fps 
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2 Depth camera 512*424 
3 Maximum Depth Distance 4.5m 
4                    Minimum Depth distance 50cm 
5 Tilt Motor No 
6                    Skeleton Joints detection 25 

 
7                        USB standard 3.0 

   8 Full Skeletons tracked 6 
9 Supported OS Windows 8, Windows 10 

Table 2.1: Technical Specifications [7] 

 

2.5.2 Field of View 
Microsoft Kinect is a 3D camera, and it can cover only a part of the area. The area visible to 
the camera is Filed of View. The Kinect V2 has an extended Field Of View, and there is no 
tilt motor attached to it to increase it. The FOV is defined by its horizontal and vertical 
angles.  

The colour camera has horizontal angle 84.1 degrees, and the vertical angle is 53.8 degrees, 
and the infrared camera has horizontal angle is 70.6 degrees, and vertical angle is 60-0 
degrees [8]. The depth camera has limited FOV and the practical limit default range mode 1.5 
to 4 meters [9]. 

  
Figure 2.3: Microsoft Kinect V2 FOV [10] 

2.6 Time of Flight 
Time of Flight is the time taken for an object to travel through a medium. The first version of 
Kinect used structured pattern, but the second version of Microsoft Kinect is a Time of Flight 
camera. When a light flashes on the human body, it measures the time taken to reach the 
object of the signal. This light reflects from the human body and identifies the objects using 
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infrared light pattern and the sensing process is operated by a fast clock signal [11]. 
Whenever a clock signal flashes then the light pulses reflect off objects. The depth camera is 
unique, and each pixel will be split into two accumulators instead of one. The clock signal 
controls the active returning light pulses. The distance can be measured by comparing the 
ratio of light received in each cycle. The sensor disambiguates between multiple possible 
distances by modulating the clock frequency [12] [13]. 

2.7 Data Calibration 
The quality of a movement is evaluated using data coming from Microsoft Kinect. Here the 
device is calibrated in such a way that the measured data should classify the movement data 
according to its quality. The process is geometrical (or) data calibration. Each person is of 
different height, and it’s important that the user should be tracked correctly to be able to 
classify the movement quality according to its quality. 

Within the project, it implements calibration step to guide the user to correct position. A 
circle will be turning to green colour when the user position is calibrated and tracked 
correctly.  

2.8 Gesture control 
The ability of Microsoft Kinect to track the fingers helped us to implement hand gestures 
using skeleton joints [14]. The ability of the software in combination with the hardware can 
easily identify the human movements, and this helped us to create Touch-fewer interfaces 
[15]. The user can follow the gestures independent of their language and control the 
application. Below is an example of the touch-less interface using Microsoft Kinect. The user 
can easily access the interface without the need of any external mouse or keyboard. 

 

Figure 2.4: Example of the Kinect for Xbox touchless interface [16] 
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2.9 Windows SDK 
Microsoft published an official SDK after it had realized the Kinect’s potential in opening a 
new market. The first final version of the SDK was officially released in February 2012 as a 
Kinect for Windows SDK along with unveiling a commercial version of the sensor, Kinect 
for Windows. The SDK supports development in C++, C#, VB.NET, and other .NET based 
languages under the Windows 10 and later operating systems. The latest version of the SDK 
is available for free on its official website [17]. 

The Kinect for Windows SDK started by its very first beta version that was released in July 
2011. The beta was only a preview version with a temporary Application Programming 
Interface (API) and allowed users to work with depth and colour data and also supported an 
advanced Skeletal Tracking which, in comparison with an open–source SDKs, did not 
already require T–pose to initialize skeleton tracking as is needed in other Skeletal Tracking 
libraries. Since the first beta, Microsoft updated the SDK gradually up to version 2.0 and 
included some additional functions. 

The first major update came along with the 1.5 version that included a Face Tracking library 
and Kinect Studio, a tool for recording and replaying sequences captured by the sensor. The 
next version 1.6 extended SDK by the possibility of reading an infrared image captured by 
the IR camera and finally exposed the API for the reading of accelerometer data. The 
currently latest Kinect for Windows SDK version 2.0 was released in October 2014 and 
included advanced libraries such as Kinect Fusion, a library for 3D scanning and 
reconstruction, and a library for hand grip detection which has opened doors for more natural 
way of interaction. 
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Chapter 3: Related Work 
 
3.1 Literature Review 
There is existing rehabilitation, training solutions that use multimedia cameras to evaluate the 
human movement. In a paper author implemented a computer-based rehabilitation application 
that uses Microsoft Kinect V1 camera, Unity framework to evaluate the quality of human 
movements [18]. The movements considered in this paper are a hip abduction, bowling. The 
movements are evaluated using basic rules. Using Unity framework, a virtual trainer will 
perform the movement to guide the patient and later the patient can perform the actual 
movement. The project needs additional software Zigfu. The skeleton coordinates are 
translated into and converted into an avatar. It doesn’t use any depth information, the version 
of the hardware is not advanced (Kinect V1) compared to Kinect V2 and can track only 20 
joints. 

The author in the project used two Kinects for skeleton tracking using Kinect, and some 
calibration methods were implemented to improve the tracking accuracy of the skeleton, but 
many people can’t afford two Kinects, and it can be very expensive [19]. Also, using two 
Kinects for tracking requires additional calibration methods/algorithms otherwise, the system 
can track the joints wrongly, the collected data will be wrong, and the results can be wrong. 
The inspiration is drawn from the project come with a solution for implementing an algorithm 
for data calibration (geometrical calibration) using single Kinect. 

The project Computer-assisted self-training system for sports exercise using Kinects used two 
Kinects for a yoga pose tracking and to prevent the people from performing wrong yoga 
positions [20]. It used depth information from both the Kinect and edge detection algorithms 
were implemented to track the pose. It couldn’t track all the skeleton joints or some important 
skeleton joints (compared to Kinect V2, 25 Skeleton joints) but a center was selected in the 
body and from the center angle is measured to evaluate the quality of the yoga movement.  

Study on leg-posture recognition from Indian classical dance in the project implemented a 
computer-based 3D application to evaluate the quality of the dance movements (Indian dance 
movements) using multiple Kinects [21]. The system used torso center as the reference point, 
the lower parts of the body (legs). Mathematical rules, equations were used to measure the 
distance between the legs considering torso center as the reference point. Depending on the 
Euclidean distance between the legs, movements of the dance were recognized. There were 
no methods implemented to evaluate the quality of the movement. 

The thesis work focused on recognizing the person attention using Microsoft Kinect V1, to 
evaluate the user attention when he was viewing a video on the screen [22]. Using the API’s 
in Microsoft Kinect SDK, it tracked the upper body skeleton joints like if the person deviates 
from the seat, and how much attention he was paying when he was watching application (or) 
any video, advertisement viewed. Face tracking toolkit is used to measure his facial 
expressions while playing the advertisement. 
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Recently an Industrial thesis project Ergonomic Evaluation using Motion Capture 
Technology in Scania (Department of Industrial Engineering) in collaboration with Lulea 
University (in Lulea) used motion capturing technology to evaluate the ergonomic behavior 
of their employees [23]. In the project, they used Microsoft Kinect V1 in combination with 
other third party tools to evaluate the ergonomic behavior of the employees. The project 
didn’t implement any new algorithm to track the user’s pose but used third party tools to 
detect the pose. The project focused mainly on the advantage of using motion capture 
technology in Industrial Engineering and to evaluate the employee pose detection. 

Using Microsoft Kinect V1 in implemented different gestures [24]. It also identified the 
limitation like in what range gestures can be used exactly (or) distance limits for using the 
gestures. 

The Laboratory of Cryptography and Cognitive Informatics, in Poland, implemented a 
project where Microsoft Kinect used for recognizing the karate actions performed by the user 
[25]. A specific set of rules were implemented to recognize the gestures and the system were 
evaluated with users in real time. 

Quick Posture developed software using Microsoft Kinect v2 which can track the posture 
movements in real time [26]. It can measure the balances in posture and detects if the 
alignment of the posture, balance and tries to find the root problem. The system can’t 
evaluate the quality of movement from the Kinect data. Instead, it provides the information 
which can be understood only by professionals or physiotherapists. Our system directly 
evaluates the quality of movement from the Kinect data and identifies the exact problem in a 
posture or a movement. 

Using Microsoft KinectV1 Skeleton tracking system Move correctly developed a software 
application which can assess posture and movement patterns [27]. The system detects the 
wrong pattern in a posture or a movement and provides the correct pattern. It doesn’t evaluate 
the quality of movement directly from the data. 

Reflextion health developed a rehabilitation solution, where the user repeats the same 
movement [28]. Depending on the number of repetitions the accuracy of a movement will be 
evaluated remotely by physiotherapist or expert. Therefore, the system needs the presence of 
physiotherapist to evaluate the movement quality, and there is no automatic Artificial 
Intelligence system. 

Kinetic sense is motion analysis software which can track movements in real-time [29]. The 
user has to repeat the movement and enter the pain or problems if there are any before 
starting the exercise. The system doesn’t evaluate the quality of movement directly from the 
Kinect data and progress charts will be used by practitioners to inform the patients about their 
progress. It clearly shows the need of the presence of an expert. 

Many other applications focused on implementing systems with Microsoft Kinect V2 to 
recognize the actions and evaluate the movement quality. Sometimes multiple Kinects were 
used to track the user pose which needs additional calibration methods to place the Kinect 
inaccurate position to track the user accurately. 
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3.2 Contribution 
In this project, a software application using a single Microsoft Kinect 3D camera is 
developed and automatically evaluated for the quality of movement in real time.  

Posture front and Deep Squat side were tracked, and quality of movement will be evaluated 
automatically. 

This project uses depth data from Kinect and feature selection method implemented to 
complete the movement tracking algorithm. This project also implemented data calibration 
methods to measure the data accurately within the Kinect field of view. The proposed 
solution improves the accuracy both regarding quality and tracking the joints.  

The developed system can be used at home without the need of any external support, only 
camera and software is needed. Our system avoids the need for the physiotherapist or trainer 
when a person is performing the movement. Physiotherapists, trainers, and doctors can see 
the movements performed by patients in real time with the help of evidence support; they can 
replay the movements and see the tracked joints.  
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Chapter 4: Foundation and Design of the concept 
 
4.1 Method 
Our Project aims to develop a movement tracking algorithm using Microsoft Kinect 3D 
camera and evaluate the quality of movements automatically. Though there are other 3D 
Cameras that are comparable and could be used here, Microsoft Kinect 3D was used due to 
time and monetary constraints. 

4.1.1 Concept Design 
To design the concept several meetings were organized with the advisors at LifeSymb. After 
a thorough analysis, a list of requirements for designing the concept and algorithm 
architecture for implementation were formulated.  

Requirements:  
 The required resources to develop the architecture are specified as following  

 Microsoft Kinect V2, hardware for detecting movements. 
 Visual Studio Professional License, a C# platform (Coding) for developing the 

application. 
 Unity Pro License, software for creating effects for our applications. 
 A set of necessary conditions for developing movement tracking algorithm 
 Expert rules for quality evaluation using data collection. 
 Access to a Big Database for storing thousands of data [30]. 
 Test subjects for quality evaluation.   

  

4.2 Architecture of the process  
After an in depth analysis the resources needed for setting up the architecture, the next step is 
to develop the architecture for the design concept. The process starts by capturing movements 
from the Motion capture device (Microsoft Kinect) and ends with the evaluation of the 
quality of the human movement using evidence support from the Kinect [31].  

Microsoft Kinect used as a hardware component for motion capture. To satisfy that had a few 
basic movements were calibrated and made some preliminary tests before we started using 
them in our process. From the tests, three different types of data from the Kinect sensor are 
collected. They are Depth, Colour, and Infrared. The process also analyses the data and 
identified the advantages and disadvantages of using the data given by the default skeleton 
that was provided by Microsoft SDK.  
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 4.2.1 Movement selection 
 The next step was to list out some basic movements for which the tracking algorithm is 
developed. To limit the thesis to a required framework and also due to hardware, software 
limitations and time constraints, fewer static movements are considered and executed.  The 
selected movements were 

 Posture Side 
 Deep Squat Side 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.3.1: Block Diagram of the Process  

4.3 Calibration Methods 
After having implemented the poses into the application, it was necessary to have some sort 
of calibration mechanism for getting accurate results externally. Users tend to be erratic while 
handling sensitive equipment and while performing movements exactly. So, two methods are 
implemented for calibration which can direct users more precisely towards the depth and 
movement calibration results as accurate as possible. 

4.3.1 Height Calibration 
The first calibration mechanism is the height calibration. This allows the Kinect to measure 
the height of a user and stores the values into the database. When the application starts, it 
checks for the correct placement of Kinect. That is, it checks if the Kinect is placed at a 
proper height and angle or not. If not, it asks the user to adjust the height and angle of the 
Kinect accordingly. Next, the user is asked to stand in front of the Kinect camera. Then the 
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Kinect checks the user’s height. The process behind the calculation of height is simple: 
considering that the Kinect calculates the body joints with depth streaming. Once the joints 
lengths from head to toe are obtained, it gives us an accurate approximation for a user’s 
height. This height is then stored into the user’s database field. This data is useful on some 
occasions. Hence, its calculation is of vital importance. 

4.3.2 Geometrical Calibration 
The first calibration mechanism is Geometric Calibration. For getting accurate values from 
the user data, the Kinect first needs to have a crystal clear vision of the user and his/her 
surroundings. For this to happen, the user should stand at a very specific place in the room. 
This position is already predetermined by the Accuracy error distribution of Kinect for 
Windows v2 [32]. A constraint is created according to the required trackable position, which 
only proceeds further after fulfilling what the user is asked for. The main feature that is 
accessed here is the feet joints of the user. The GUI has a virtual reality circle that is 
projected on to the screen. That looks as if there is a circle on the ground. The user is asked to 
move forward or backward so that he finally comes into the centre of the circle. Feet 
coordinates are taken into consideration while directing the user into the circle. After 
successfully coming into the circle, the user’s visibility to the Kinect is now maximum. 

4.4 Algorithm Implementation 
To define the movements that need to be evaluated, the algorithm is fragmented and 
implemented further into two stages, and they are 

 Movement tracking algorithm implementation [33]. 
 Rule-based Algorithm implementation [34]. 

 

4.4.1 Movement tracking algorithm 
The defined movements, i.e., Posture and Deep Squat exercises were tested using Kinect for 
the three data streams depth, colour, and IR. Three different data streams at different 
distances within the Kinect FOV are analysed [35]. The data showed some interesting facts 
about depth, colour, and IR data, further the data streams regarding its accuracy and quality 
are compared. While using colour streaming, data displayed is realistic and visually 
appealing. But it is not accurate for the complex calculations that are needed. While the 
skeleton data is highly accurate and provides vital information regarding the joints and bone 
structures, when the skeleton is predicted wrongly, the data is useless. So, Depth data is 
highly accurate and reliable. But creating our skeletal structure is complicated and ridiculous. 
Hence, algorithm uses the skeletal data and on occasions where skeletal data seems wrong, 
depth data is used.   

The Depth analysis is directly derived from the concept of The Time of Flight. A Kinect 
camera has an IR sensor which emits IR rays out. They collide with the objects in front of the 
camera and travel back. These reflected rays are then captured by the Depth camera installed 
within Kinect and values are extracted from the analysed data. The values here represent the 
depth [distance] of each object from Kinect and are measured in metres. An example for 
depth streaming is given below for reference. From all the data collected, the algorithm is 
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able to distinguish evaluated the depth data for a human body coming from Kinect at 
different distances from it.  

 
Figure 4.3.2: Depth Image 

 

4.4.2 Evaluation algorithm 
Once the process of movement tracking has begun, it is necessary to choose which joints to 
take. Because if all the joints are considered for all the exercises, there will be a lag due to big 
data calculations every frame. And also, because as much as almost half of the data is 
unwanted data, taking that data for inputs in calculations in very inefficient. Hence, it is 
justifiable to take only those joints which are necessary for evaluation of that exercise. Rule 
Based algorithm is implemented using feature selection method. Feature selection method is 
a process where only certain joints are selected for data collection. AI team at LifeSymb 
supplied a set of guidelines for data classification. That helped us to build the rules for 
evaluating the quality of the movements that is aimed to develop. The joints data that is 
acquired from Feature selection method is now passed through a Rule Based Algorithm.  

The Rule based algorithm has several defined parameters which give limitations for specific 
joints to give quality predictions. For example for Deep Squat Sideways exercise, all the 
joints are not required. So, the algorithm takes only one of the side’s joints [here, the left side 
joints] and calculation angles and distances with those joints. A set of calculations is now 
ready from those joints data. Now we process them with the rules made under the guidelines 
from the AI team. The values are classified on their values and attributes are allotted to the 
groups of data like Good, Average, and Bad. These individual values are again classified 
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according to the importance of every individual value and their weights. Thus, the overall 
attribute for that movement is calculated. Hence, that overall value represents the Quality of 
that movement. 

The required mathematical equations and calculations were framed to implement in coding 
framework C# in Visual Studio Professional Edition. We followed a step by step procedure in 
implementing the rules. The mathematical calculations and algorithm used are explained 
below. 

4.4.3 Data Collection 
While the users are performing the movements, it is important to extract joints and angles 
very accurately from the Low-Level Data that are processed. For the list of movements that a 
user does, Kinect collect joints and angles which are useful for determining the quality!

LifeSymb specified a list of joints that are important for analysis. 

These are the joints enlisted according to the movement. 

1. Posture Side: 

2. Deep Squat Side: 

Here, when the position coordinates of knee left and knee right are taken, it results in a line 
which is the difference of height of the two knees. And when the x position coordinates of 
left knee and the right knee are taken, it gives another line which is the straight line between 
the left and the right knee.  

A few parameters from the above lists required depth data and while skeletal data is enough 
for the rest. 

Let us take an example of how the calculation works by considering the measurement of an 
angle. The angle taken in this case is the knee angle that is required by the Posture side for 
analysis of the straightness of the knee. 

For calculating the angle of the knees (required to know if the knees are parallel), the 
algorithm uses this formula to get the angle. 

 

knee_angle_str=1-
Mathf.Abs(Mathf.Atan((knee_L.transform.position.y - 
knee_R.transform.position.y)/Mathf.Sqrt(Mathf.Pow(knee_
L.transform.position.x - knee_R.transform.position.x, 2) + 
Mathf.Pow(knee_L.transform.position.z - 
knee_R.transform.position.z, 2)))) * 180 / Mathf.PI / 50. 

Where knee_angle_str is the knee angle straightness given as a probability [0 for lowest and 1 
for highest level of straightness], knee_L is the coordinate set of the left knee and knee_R is 
the co-ordinate set of the right knee. 
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Here, if the algorithm considers the y position coordinates of knee left and knee right, it gives 
a line which is the difference of height of the two knees. And when taken the x position 
coordinates of left knee and the right knee, it results in another line which is the straight line 
between the left and the right knee.  

After this, a division is done – y1-y2/Mathf.Sqrt((x1)2– (x2)2), which is a ratio from a triangle. 

The tan of an angle is the ratio of y line to the root of x line (squared). When taken the 
inverse tan (Atan) of the ratio, it gives the required angle which shows if both the joints are in 
line to the ground or not. Math Absolute is another mathematical function used for getting 
only the positive value. 

Firstly, the three-dimensional distance of the two bones is taken and then using mathematical 
function Math.Atan, it gives an angle between the two bones in Radians. We then multiply it 
with 57.3 or 180/Pi to get the desired Result. Using the below condition, it produces the 
result for the knees. 

 If (knee_L.transform.position.y > knee_R.transform.position.y) 
{knee_angleL = 1 - knee_angle_str; knee_angleR = 0;} else 
{knee_angleR = 1 - knee_angle_str; knee_angleL = 0;}. 

This is how to calculate the Angle of between the knees.  Here, it shows an example for the 
knees, but the hips as well as the shoulders are also calculated in the same way.After this A 
division is done – y1-y2/Mathf.Sqrt((x1)2– (x2)2), and it is the ratio of a triangle. 
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Chapter 5: Experimentation Setup 
 

5.1 Microsoft Kinect setup with a System 
The first step was to setup Kinect properly in a viable environment. The main components 
that are required for setting up are:- 

1. Microsoft Kinect v2. 
2. A monitor, preferably a system. 
3. A Sound system. 
4. Room with enough space for the user to be able to perform his movements. 

The correct representation of the entire setup is shown below. Ideally, the room should have 
at least 5 metres of distance in front of the Kinect. 

 

 
F 
 

 

  

                  Figure 5.1.1 Experimental Setup 

To run the application, the application requires a laptop or a system with specific 
requirements. The minimum requirements for the application to run are [36]:  
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5.1.1 Minimum Requirements 
 64 bit (x64) processor 
 4 GB Memory (or more) 
 I7 3.1 GHz (or higher) 
 Built-in USB 3.0 host controller (Intel or Renesas chipset). 

If you are adding USB 3.0 functionality to your existing PC through an adapter, please ensure 
that it is a Windows 8 compliant device and that it supports Gen-2. See the troubleshooting 
section of Getting Started for more information. 

 DX11 capable graphics adapter (see list of known good adapters below) 
 Intel HD 4400 integrated display adapter 
 ATI Radeon HD 5400 series 
 ATI Radeon HD 6570 
 ATI Radeon HD 7800 (256-bit GDDR5 2GB/1000Mhz) 
 NVidia Quadro 600 
 NVidia GeForce GT 640 
 NVidia GeForce GTX 660 
 NVidia Quadro K1000M 

A Kinect v2 sensor, which includes a powered hub and USB cabling. 

5.2 User standing in front of the Kinect 
Now that we have setup the Kinect properly and check for the minimum hardware 
requirements, the user starts the application. It is a .exe file which has its data folder. The 
application starts with a login screen. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Natural User Interface 

 

The user needs to verify his account for accessing the exercise regime. After successfully 
logging into his account, another screen appears. The first thing the user has to do is to verify 
his appearance on this screen. Sometimes, when the Kinect cannot detect the whole person, 
the movements are not accurately calculated. To avoid this, as soon as the application starts, 
the user has to verify this by standing in front of the Kinect. After he stands still, Kinect 
verifies that the user is detected completely by loading an animation that shows a green 
circle. The fully loaded Green Circle indicates the verified user’s body and joints. 

 

 
Figure 5.2.2: User Tracking Zone 
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5.3 Static Postures 
After the verification process, the user is asked to use gestures to navigate. As the whole 
application is built to give a unique interactive experience, navigation through human 
gestures is enabled for a more hands-off approach. A button appears on the screen on which a 
user has to hover his hand and stay still for it to be activated. A green dial is animated to 
represent the activation time of the button. The user has to stall still for about 5 seconds for it 
to be complete.  

 

Figure: 5.3.1: User tracked correctly 

After that, there is another gesture button which needs to be activated. This button “Let’s 
Start” signifies the commencement of the exercises. Again the user has to hover his hand on 
to the button and stay still 
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Figure 5.3.2: Initiating the exercises using Gestures 

When the second button has been activated, the user is given a set of Static postures which he 
has to perform according to the instructions. He has to do them very carefully and with 
utmost dedication as these are used to evaluate the quality of his movements. 

There are the movements:- 

1. Posture Side. 
2. Deep Squat Side. 

5.3.1 Posture Side 
The second movement is the Posture Side. This movement is similar to Posture Front, but the 
user would have to turn to the side and perform the movement. The user will be intimated to 
shift his direction of stance by an arrow which is highlighted on the ground circle. The user 
will be given time so that he can stand in front of the Kinect facing sideways. The angle of 
Neck, Shoulders, Back, and Knees are measured here. As shown in the figure, we tracked 
shoulder, spine, hip, knee and foot joints to evaluate the movement quality. The line 
represents all the joints that are required to be in a straight line. If some joints are not aligned 
correctly, that means that the user has a problem with the posture. The developed algorithm 
can detect if the head is forward or backward, the angle of the spine, knee angle. 
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Figure 5.3.1.1: Measuring Posture Side 

After the exercise is done, user gets a navigation screen. Here, he can either choose to go 
forward and continue the exercise or else try the exercise again if he feels that he hasn’t 
performed well.  

 
Figure 5.3.1.2: Navigating between exercises 
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Once the user is satisfied with his performance, he chooses to continue. The user has to press 
the continue button to move forward. This brings him to the next exercise 
5.3.2 Deep Squat Side 
The last movement is the Deep Squat Side. Here, the user has to stand Sideways and do the 
exercise. The application indicates that the user has to turn sideways via an arrow. A few 
seconds time is given to the user in which he has to do the exercise. When the exercise starts, 
certain parameters are selected for calculations. These include Knees joints, back joints, 
shoulders and Elbows joints.  There is a skeleton [sideways] and joints that are drawn to this 
movement. This is the last exercise after which the user can see his results. After finishing the 
exercises, the user had to finish the application. He can do this either by clicking finish using 
gestures or else through the exit button. 

 
Figure 5.3.2.1: Measurement of Deep Squat Side 

This is the last exercise after which the user can see his results. After finishing the exercises, 
the user had to finish the application. He can do this either by clicking finish using gestures or 
else through the exit button. 
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Figure 5.3.2.2: Completing Exercises 

The user exits the application. The results were shown to him after each exercise. 
Alternatively, the user can also see his results in his online web profile on our website. 
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussions 
 

This chapter gives the detailed analysis of the experimentation and data results collected from 
the prototype test system. The developed system was evaluated in real-time with ten test 
subjects for Posture Side and Deep Squat Side. The results are described step by step as 
follows:- 

 Experimental results of the Posture Side 
 Experimental results of the Deep Squat Side 
 Parameters effecting the System 

6.1 Experimental results of the Posture Side 
It is the movement when the user turns towards left side and stands in a relaxed position.  
After an exercise, some initial values are noted from the feature selected joints and values of 
the selected joints are measured automatically using Microsoft Kinect camera. 

We have collected all the Feature selected joints into a complete file of .csv format. This file 
is in fact the raw data of the joints. Idea on type of data that is received is shown below:- 

 

Figure 6.1: Kinect Raw data 

These values are raw and need to be used for calculating all the joints qualities arithmetically.
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Note: - here multiple instances of a person performing the postures are considered as the 
application wanted an accurate instance of the user’s performance. For the next phase, only 
one among the multiple instances are considered. 

These are filtered through the first stage of classification to get evaluated inputs. The 
following joints were considered for calculations:-  

 Head - Right Shoulder - Right Hip Angle 
 Right Shoulder - Right Hip - Right Knee Angle 
 Right Hip - Right Knee - Right Ankle Angle 

We have measured the following parameters for Posture Side. 

 sway_back 
 lower_cross  
 rounded_shoulders 
 forward_head 
 upper_cross 

Using our evaluation algorithm, the quality of the parameters were measured as Good, 
Average, and Bad. On a total scale of 100%, each parameter was rated according to its 
quality. We have used ten users for experimentation.  
Our system identified the problems in the postures and these data can be used by 
Physiotherapist or Sports Scientist for further evaluation and to implement self-learning 
algorithm using a database that stores a large amount of data. 
 

Name PS-R1 Value PS-R2 Value PS-R3 Value PS-R4 Value PS-R5 Value PS-R6 Value 
User1 Average 37 Bad 23 Bad 0 Bad 0 Averag

e 
40 Bad 0 

User2 Bad 9 Bad 26 Bad 20 Bad 0 Averag
e 

45 Bad 0 

User3 Average 51 Bad 14 Bad 0 Avera
ge 

0 Averag
e 

35 Bad 0 

User4 Bad 13 Bad 17 Avera
ge 

60 Bad 10 Bad 0 Bad 0 

User5 Bad 0 Bad 16 Bad 20 Bad 0 Averag
e 

64 Bad 0 

User6 Good 68 Bad 12 Bad 0 Bad 0 Bad 20 Bad 0 

User7 Bad 0 Bad 13 Bad 0 Bad 0 Good 87 Bad 0 

 
     (Note: PS-Posture Side, R1-Rule 1) 

Table 6.1: Posture Side results 
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Figure 6.1.1: Graphical representation of Posture results 

The results from the above table clearly show that the system was able to detect the problems 
in Posture Side and evaluate its quality automatically. Since it is an experiment, the data 
values might vary when the movements are repeated. 

6.2 Deep Squat Side 
Deep Squat side is the movement where the user would go the lowest possible position, and 
Microsoft Kinect camera was used to evaluate the movements. Using the feature selection 
method the following joints were taken into consideration and they are 

 Head - Left Shoulder - Left Hip Angle 
 Left Shoulder - Right Hip - Left Knee Angle 
 Left Hip - Left Knee - Left Ankle Angle 
 Left Shoulder - Left Elbow - Left Wrist Angle 

Following parameters for Deep Squat side are measured, and the quality of each parameter 
was evaluated automatically on a total scale of 100%. Here the percentage is split to each 
parameter and based on the collected data, the quality was evaluated. 

 back_arch 
 back_round 
 forward_lean 
 arms_forward, Knee Angle 
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Name DS-R1 Value DS-R2 Value DS-R3 Value DS-R4 Value DS-R5 Value 
User1 Average 53 Bad 0 Average 35 Bad 0 Bad 12 

User2 Bad 0 Bad 20 Average 25 Average 55 Bad 0 

User3 Average  34 Bad 25 Bad 30 Bad 0 Bad 11 

User4 Bad 29 Bad 20 Average 35 Bad 0 Bad 16 

User5 Average 59 Bad 15 Bad 15 Bad 0 Bad 11 

User6 Average 54 Bad 15 Bad 15 Bad 0 Bad 16 

User7 Bad 0 Bad 0 Average 55 Average 40 Bad 5 

 

(Note: DS-Deep Squat Side, R1-Rule 1) 

Table 6.2: Deep Squat Side results 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of DS results 
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The results of the Deep Squat side clearly shows that system could identify the problems and 
evaluate the quality automatically. After completing the exercise, the user would press the 
finish button, and quality of each parameter will be sent to our Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
network for further evaluation. 

 

6.3 Comparison of the results 
Every technical experiment requires validation from reliable and credible sources. To 
strengthen our claims and beliefs, specialist’s researchers are consulted to verify our claims. 
Mr. Gnaneshwar Raj, an orthopedic surgeon did an offline examination of the patient images 
that were sent to him. They then gave us their own table of results. Analysis results are 
available here so that our results quality can be viewed and appropriate conclusions can be 
made. Here, the comparison shows the potential of using 3D cameras in health field. The 
following represents the feedback obtained from the doctor. 
 
This table shows offline results obtained from doctor for Posture Side and the accuracy 
achieved was approximately 85% 
 

 

 

Name PS-R1 PS-R2 PS-R3 PS-R4 PS-R5 PS-R6 

User1 Average Bad Good Bad Bad Bad 

User2 Bad Good Bad Bad Average Bad 

User3 Average Bad Bad Bad Average Bad 

User4 Bad Bad Average Good Bad Bad 

User5 Average Bad Bad Bad Average Bad 

User6 Average Bad Bad Average Bad Bad 

User7 Bad Bad Good Bad Average Bad 

Table 6.3: Offline results for Posture side 
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The following represents the results obtained from doctor for deep squat side and the 
accuracy obtained was approximately 75%. 

Name DS-R1 DS-R2 DS-R3 DS-R4 DS-R5 

User1 Average Average Bad Good Good 

User2 Average Average Good Bad Average 

User3 Bad Bad Good Average Good 

User4 Average Average Good Bad Good 

User5 Good Average Good Bad Bad 

User6 Good Good Average Bad Bad 

User7 Good Average Good Bad Average 

Table 6.3.1: Offline results for Posture side 

 

6.4 Parameters effecting the system 
The system could detect the problems in Posture Side and Deep Squat side, but there were 
some obstacles in using Microsoft Kinect, and it limits to use it in health care field until some 
precautions are taken care of. They are 

 Usage of Microsoft Kinect in optimal lighting conditions 
 Wearing dark clothes had an impact on measurement of data 
 Tracking zone was different for each user, and it created some errors in evaluating the 

quality of movement 
 Glossy floor created problems in measuring values of the selected joints and 

sometimes the skeleton deviated from its actual positon 
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Chapter 7:  Conclusion  
 

In this thesis the proposed tracking algorithm able to track the selected joints accurately when 
compared to the default Kinect Software Development Kit. The developed tracking algorithm 
was used to evaluate the selected parameters in Posture Side and Deep Squat Side. 

The project work used Visual Studio Professional 2013 edition to develop the system. 
Microsoft Kinect V2 camera is used to track the selected feature joints. The joints are 
measured at a frame rate of 30fps. 

When the system was used under the sunlight or bright lightening conditions, the accuracy 
was effected when the user moves far from the Kinect. Therefore to define an optimal 
tracking distance for the use, geometrical calibration is implemented where the body joints of 
the user tracked completely. It could measure the distance from Microsoft Kinect which can 
be used as evidence by Physiotherapist or Sports Scientists for further evaluation of the 
system and to define its accuracy.  

The parameters in Posture Side and Deep Squat Side were evaluated as Good, Average, and 
Poor quality based on the collected data and the data will be in percentage (%) values. The 
results will be sent to Machine Learning network which takes is its values as input and runs a 
network which has a wide variety of conditions for classification. Final results will be 
displayed after running through the network and could detect the problems in body 
automatically. 
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Chapter 8: Future Work 
 
This project is a stepping stone for basic prototype experimentation, besides limitations also 
surround it and drawbacks that make it restrained to some extent. This present system, on the 
whole, can be improved and optimized for new results and future consideration.  

The tracking system is effected by lightening conditions, other environmental factors and also 
there was a noise present in the system which could deviate the position of skeleton joints 
sometimes. Using filters in tracking system could reduce the noise in the system and Time Of 
Flight (TOF) methods could eliminate the error in the tracking system and make it easier to 
use in sunlight conditions. The system had a tracking problem when multiple numbers of 
people were detected in the tracking zone. Ignoring the multiple skeletons and detecting only 
one user based on the user ID could measure the required data and eliminate any error present 
in it. 

The present algorithm uses static movements for evaluation, but dynamic movements such as 
running, football, golf swing fields can be selected for tracking to make it available for wide 
variety of market. Sounds and animation can be used to optimize the system and to guide the 
user in a more convenient way. A virtual trainer can be used to guide the user and 
automatically warn the user when they perform the wrong movement. In the current system 
hand, gestures were used to guide the user, but speech recognition could be an easier way for 
the users, and more customized gestures can be used further. 

The current system tracks the user when they are in a static position. The combination of 
robotics and Kinect technology can be used further to optimize the current system. The 
system classifies the movement quality based on the rule-based system, collects the data from 
the users and can be used further to implement self-learning AI. 

The developed system is a desktop application, but web application can be implemented 
using the same technology which can make it easier. If depth data is used with more 
optimizing techniques, it can be completely used in the rehabilitation field. 
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